
In the past, building often reflected the culture of a society but today all modern 
buildings look alike and cities throughout the world are becoming more and 
mare similar. 
What do you think the reason for this, and is it a positive or negative 
development? 

 

 

 

These days, the idea that globalization will give the same living standard 
for people all around the world seem at first glance a fair aspiration. However, it 
make assumption that domestic factors of every society will be change. This 
also include local architecture which used to reflect culture and society of a 
country. There are many advantage in the recent trend of architecture but how 
we can offer individual characters of country’s culture in every building to 
discriminate with others. 

There are many effects to lead to the same façade of variety cities  
around the world. The fist view is focused to globalization , this gives many 
countries a opportunity to grow dramatically which haven’t seen in time past. 
People could access and take knowledge and information from different 
resources therefore they can update latest modern architecture forms from 
other countries. In addition, the development is also keep their mind up with 
global living standard, subsequently, they express it in their houses such as 
villa, residence and apartment which are recently having the same form in 
different countries. Furthermore, at that time, the international companies 
develop their branches all around the world, as a result, they create the same 
architecture in everywhere they locate their companies such as banking 
buildings, office buildings and supermarkets. 

Recently, that attendances seem a good way to improve our lives. 
However, many architectural experts recommend that every country should 
recognize their primary characters and use it in local architecture to prove for 
sustainable development in future. For example, in my country, architects are 
demand that their designs could compromise with tropical weather, especially, 
buildings must be stand from many heavy tropical rains. As a consequence, 
architectures in my country have a large roof which extend far form body of 
building. Moreover, louvers were used to prevent people from the heat of 
sunshine, this leads to the same façade of many building with a lot of vertical 
line. In other regions, thinking of architectural designs must be change 
belonging to different situation and its culture. 

Depend on every country and their plans to develop country for along 
time. If their government has a sustainable plan, they will have a good result, in 
which every country has the opportunity to improve the living standard of their 
residents, coordinating with introduce their individual culture.   

 



 

Revised 
 
These days, the idea that globalization will providegive the same living 

standard for people all around the world seems at first glance a fair aspiration. 
However, it makes the assumption that domestic factors of every society will be 
change. This also includes local architecture which used to reflect the culture 
and society of a country. There are many advantages in the recent trends of in 
architecture but how we can we offer preserve the individual characters of a 
country’s culture in every building to and discriminate with them from others?. 

There are many effects to lead to the same façade of variety cities  
around the world. The fist view is focused to on globalization , this gives many 
countries a opportunity to grow dramatically which haven’t been seen in time 
past. People could access and take knowledge and information from different 
resources therefore they can update latest modern architecture forms from 
other countries. In addition, the development is also keep their mind up with 
global living standard, subsequently, they express it in their houses such as 
villa, residence and apartment which are recently having the same form in 
different countries. Furthermore, at that time, the as international companies 
develop their branches all around the world, as a result, they create the same 
architecture in everywhere they locate their companies such as banking 
buildings, office buildings and supermarkets. 

Recently, that attendances this has seemed a good way to improve our 
lives. However, many architectural experts recommend that every country 
should recognize their primary characteristics and use it them in local 
architecture to provide for a sustainable development in the future. For 
example, in my country, architects are demand thatmust be sure their designs 
could compromise with tropical weather, especially, buildings Buildings must be 
withstand from many heavy tropical rains. As a consequence, architectures 
buildings in my country often have a large roofs which extends far form from the 
body of building. Moreover, louvers arewere used to prevent keep people from 
the heat of sunshine., this This leads to the same façade of on many buildings,  
with a lot of vertical lines. In other regions, thinking of architectural designs 
must be change belonging toin accordance with different situations and its 
cultures. 

Depend on eEvery country and their must have plans to develop country 
for along time. If their government has a in a sustainable planway. If, they do, 
they will have a good result, in which every country has thewill have the 
opportunity to improve the living standard of their residents, while coordinating 
with introduceperserving their individual culture.   

 



Way too long for IELTS at 387 words, and far too much translation. Try to write less difficult 

sentences with simple words. Content is not that important! (Your content here, though, is 

very good). 


